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ISVS3CE: Incremental Support Vector
Semi-Supervised Subspace Clustering Ensemble
and ENhanced Bat Algorithm (ENBA) for High
Dimensional Data Clustering
D. Karthika, K. Kalaiselvi

Abstract: In the recent work, Incremental Soft Subspace
Based Semi-Supervised Ensemble Clustering (IS4EC) framework
was proposed which helps in detecting clusters in the dataset.
IS4EC framework also increases the results of clustering by
reducing the intra-cluster distance and increasing the
inter-cluster distance with increased cluster quality. It cannot
attain acceptable results while handling high dimensional data.
However, decreasing the dimensional subspace becomes
extremely difficult issue. In IS4EC framework, to choose the
optimal ensemble members also extremely becomes challenging
issue. In order to solve these issues of traditional cluster ensemble
methods, first propose an Incremental Support vector
Semi-Supervised Subspace Clustering Ensemble (ISVS3CE)
framework which makes utilized of benefits of the random
subspace algorithm and the Constraint Propagation (CP)
algorithm. Here the centroid values were selected by using the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. In the ISVS3CE
framework, Incremental Ensemble Member Chosen (IEMC)
process is performed by using the ENhanced Bat Algorithm
(ENBA), and the normalized cut algorithm is introduced to
perform high dimensional data clustering. The ISVS3CE
framework is successful for solving high dimensional data issue,
at the same time as the CP algorithm is valuable for incorporating
the prior information. Results demonstrate that the proposed
ISVS3CE framework performs well on datasets by means of very
high dimensionality, and better than the traditional clustering
ensemble methods.
Index Terms: Cluster ensemble, semi-supervised clustering,
random subspace, cancer gene expression profile, clustering
analysis, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and ENhanced Bat
Algorithm (ENBA).

I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is the method of segmenting the information
depending on their similarity [1]. Clustering is utilized on
various sectors like similarity search and web mining,
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segmentation,
compression,
pattern
recognition,
bioinformatics and classification. The clustering algorithms
which were used in olden days, the full feature space of the
information is considered. As the sets of data become bigger
and tedious, hence the extractions of the current algorithm to
enforce to maintain its quality and speed are necessary [2].
Real-time systems are defected from low efficiency because
of the high-dimensional texture representation and the
unconstrained optimization. Hence high dimensional
clustering can enhance the execution time in those systems [3].
The dimensionality problem is one of the significant setbacks
of clustering the data in high dimensional sets of data [4]. The
dimensionality issue maximizes the cardinality of dimensions.
Alternatively the dimensionality issue restricts all distances to
make similar to the rendering of nearest neighbour
information than high-dimensional data [5]. The challenges in
dimension in clustering procedure can be taken from two
views. Initially, certain attributes are utilized in order to
identify the relevant information for a cluster is considered to
be irrelevant. Hence considering the full feature space, the
occurrence of those attributes will generate more complicated
distance calculation for the process of clustering. For instance,
certain clusters are placed in the subsets of certain attributes
and impossible to correctly determine the cluster in the full
feature space. Next, there may be certain variations among the
subsets of attributes that defines a cluster and the ones define
other clusters too. Hence a reduction property named global
feature reduction method looks unfit in the identification of a
subspace which has all the clusters. Also, it may be important
to describe the clusters in overlapping method. A specific
model in the clustering model may yield an oblige result for a
specific output but becomes inefficient for others. Basically
there exist two significant challenges adhere to clustering
algorithms. Initially, various methods identify variety of
structures for instance cluster size and their shape from the
similar data set objects [6]. For instance, k-means that is a
well-known technique which is best suited for spherical-shape
clusters, while single-linkage hierarchical clustering seems to
be efficient to identify the connected patterns. This is because
of the fact that every single algorithm is proposed to optimize
a particular criterion.
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Next, an individual clustering algorithm with variety of
parameter settings can also show different structures on the
similar set of data. A particular setting may be better for a few,
but not in every sets of data. Users encounter these setbacks
that continuously make the choice of a good clustering
technique which is complex. Cluster ensembles have
identified to be more accurate when compared to individual
than single clustering algorithms [7]. More significantly, they
restrict the user from taking decision on a specific clustering
algorithm, thereby executing risk of a poor choice. During the
classification, the sufficiency of the selected algorithm is clear
from the predicted level of classifiers’ accuracy in clustering
process, a poor selection of algorithm may satisfy the entire
work. Thus the general consensus looks to be a random
selection of an ensemble which is not a dangerous option of an
individual clustering process. Nowadays, cluster ensembles
have developed as an optimal solution that is possible to
overcome these problems and enhance the robustness of the
quality of the results of clustering. The significant target of
cluster ensembles is to merge variety of decisions of
clustering in a way as to attain the superior level of accuracy
than that of individual clustering. In recent days, cluster
ensemble methods are attaining greater concentration [8],
because of its applied areas of pattern recognition [9], data
mining [10], bioinformatics [11], and so on. When correlated
with olden days individual clustering algorithms, cluster
ensemble methods are capable of integration in multiple
clustering solutions gathered from various sources of
information into a unified result, and render a more robust,
constant and accurate final output. Traditional cluster
ensemble methods have many disadvantages: (1) they don’t
take into consideration of using the basic knowledge provided
by experts which is shown by pair related constraints. (2)
Almost all the cluster ensemble techniques do not attain
compromising outputs in large dimensional sets of data. To
address the initial and secondary problems; Incremental
Support vector Semi-Supervised Subspace Clustering
Ensemble (ISVS3CE) framework is proposed which makes
utilize of the benefit of the random subspace algorithm and
the Constraint Propagation (CP) algorithm. Here the centroid
values are selected by using the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) classifier. The proposed work incremental ensemble
member selection process was performed by using the
ENhanced Bat Algorithm (ENBA), and the normalized cut
algorithm is introduced for data clustering. Results
demonstrate, that the proposed ISVS3CE framework
performs well on datasets by means of very high
dimensionality and better than the traditional clustering
ensemble methods.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Amina [12] introduced a new clustering algorithm based on
kernel mapping and hubness algorithm. This method
identifies random shaped groups in the samples and also
increases the result of clustering by reducing the inner-cluster
distance and increasing the outer-cluster distance which
enhances the group results. Ultsch and Loetsch[13] evaluated
whether clustering can be able to be carryout by introducing
Emergent Self-Organizing feature Maps (ESOM). Results of
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clustering were compared with traditional algorithms such as
single linkage, Ward and k-means. The unsupervised based
ESOM/U-matrix algorithm is a feasible, unbiased algorithm
towards recognize accurate groups in the higher
dimensionality of complex data. Alijamaat et al [14]
introduced a new clustering for solving high dimensional
space by including the object size which helps us to increase
accuracy and effectiveness of traditional K-Means clustering.
This algorithm is performed with two major steps. The data
objects are grouped depending on their size, in fact by means
of using subspaces for clustering. It causes obtaining more
correct and proficient results. Assume with the purpose of the
space is orthogonal and dimensions designed for each and
every one objects are the identical and finally make use of
time series data type since of the application. Sun et al [15]
proposed a regularized k-means clustering algorithm for
handling high-dimensional data issue, which is able to all
together cluster related explanation and remove repeated
variables. The aim is to design this clustering algorithm in a
type of regularization by means of considering a lasso penalty
term on cluster centers. Selection criterion is developed, to
make a proper balancing among the clustering algorithm
fitting and sparsity. The accuracy of this clustering is also
measured via a diversity of statistical experiments with
applications towards two gene microarray datasets. It is also
extended
to
common
model-based
clustering
framework.Dash et al [16] introduced to make use of
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm for K-means
clustering. They also PCA-K clustering to select the first
centroids correctly to give further successful and higher
clustering results. Results are compared to existing methods,
it was demonstrated that the PCA-K means clustering are
more efficient, with reduced processing time to perform
clustering process.Ntoutsi et al [17] introduced a new density
based projected clustering method for clustering of High
Dimensional Data STREAMs (HDDSTREAM). This reviews
both the samples and the dimensions where these samples are
clustered simultaneously and continues these summaries
online, as new samples turn up over time and old samples
terminate suitable towards ageing. Results demonstrate the
efficiency and the effectiveness of HDDSTREAM and also
found so as to it might serve as a trigger for identifying
extreme changes in the fundamental stream population,
similar to bursts of network attacks. Fatehi et al [18] proposed
a new subspace clustering algorithm in order to discover each
and every cluster in all subspaces. Results on different
synthetic and real datasets demonstrate with the purpose of
the results of this method are considerably improved results in
cluster quality and runtime when compared to other methods
on high-dimensional data. Yu et al [19] proposed an
incremental semi-supervised clustering ensemble (ISSCE)
framework which combines the procedure of random
subspace technique and the CP algorithm. ISSCE framework,
Incremental Ensemble Member Chosen (IEMC) procedure,
and the normalized cut algorithm were introduced for
grouping the high dimensional data. The IEMC procedure,
normalized cut algorithm is used to provide the consensus
function designed for giving more constant, and exact
clustering results. Yu et al [20] proposed a new random
transformation
operator,
which consists of the random
mixture of transformation
functions in the statistics
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dimension, the attribute dimension, and in concurrently size
respectively.
Database

Original ensemble

Here confidence assesses and the normalized cut algorithm is
also introduced into the ensemble framework. Results show
that this outperforms when compared to traditional
transformation operators designed for various type of data
samples such as gene expression and datasets from
benchmark UCI repository.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Incremental Support vector Semi-Supervised Subspace
Clustering Ensemble framework (ISVS3CE) is proposed
which make use of the incremental ensemble member
selection step based on a local objective function and global
objective function in the direction of create the ensemble set
(where
< Y)
from the existing ensemble . There are two major reasons
for performing ISVS3CE incremental procedure: (1) The
overall objective function is helpful designed for managing
global search, at the same time as the current objective
function is suitable for local explore. The ISVS3CE
incremental algorithm will improve the clustering results with
achieve these search methods. (2) The local objective
function takes into explanation the association of both
subspaces and the objective function of the clustering results,
which will improves the adaptively of the process.
Particularly,
known
high
dimensional
dataset
, with every feature vector
(i
fv1,.......fvn) containing m features, RSSCE make use of the
random subspace algorithm to create a set of random
subspaces X = (X1,....XY) in the initial step. Particularly, a
sampling rate
of the no. of features in the
subspace over the total no. of features in the original space is
first created. In the second step, the constraint propagation
approach (CP) [21] is used to serve as the SSC model towards
create a set of clustering results (fig1).
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Fig. 1. Proposed Incremental Support vector
Semi-Supervised Subspace Clustering Ensemble
framework (ISVS3CE)
A. Semi-Supervised Subspace Clustering Ensemble
framework (S3CE)
CP regards as a restricted number of must-link and cannot link
constraints among pairs of feature vectors known by experts,
and decomposes a constraint propagation issue into a set of
SSC issues. The dataset FV =
be able to be
formulated by an undirected weighted graph G(FV,A), where
FV is denoted as the set of feature vectors related to the
vertices, and A is described as the similarity matrix through a
weight value aij related by means of the edge among fvi and
fvj :
(1)
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(2)

where ‘dis’ is denoted as the set to the common Euclidean
distance among each and every one of data points of c-nearest
neighbors, and Nc(fvi) is described as the c-nearest neighbor
set used for fvi. Known a set of initial must-link constraints M
= (fvi, fvj)
and a set of original
cannot-link constraints N = (fvi, fvj) :
( where bi is denoted as the label of the feature vector fvi), the
constraint matrix R = (rij)nxn be able to be formulated as
follows:
(3)

The aim of CP is towards propagate supervised data from
labeled to unlabeled, which be able to be handled via label
propagation depending on c-nearest neighbour graphs. The
CP algorithm is able to consider as a semi-supervised binary
classification issue according to the fvj. supervised binary
classification issue according to the fvj. This SSC issue with
related to fvj in the vertical direction be able to be created as
reducing a Laplacian regularized objective function
(4)
where L is denoted as the Laplacian matrix. In the equation
(4), where c is defined as the centroid points of the cluster,
which are chosen depending on the Support Vector Machine
classifier. which are chosen depending on the Support Vector
Machine classifier.
B. Support Vector Machine(SVM) classifier
A classification task generally involves dividing samples into
training and testing sets. In this work every nearest points in
the cluster is chosen as training set includes one “target value”
(i.e. the distance value) and many “feature vectors” (i.e. the
features). The aim of SVM [22] is to design a new classifier
which determines the distance value of the test sample by
considering only the feature vectors.
Known a training set of feature vectors FV =
(fvi,ci),i= 1,...,n where
and
the SVMs
need the solution of the following subsequent problem

(5)
where
is denoted as the weight and biases of the SVM
model. The training vectors fvi are mapped into a feature
space via the variable φ. C >0 is denoted as the penalty
parameter for computing the error value. Moreover,
K(fvi,fvj)≡φ(fvi)Tφ(fvj) is named as the kernel function.
Selected centroid values then Incremental Ensemble Member
Chosen (IEMC) process is carryout by using the Enhanced
Bat Optimization (EBO) algorithm.
C. Incremental Ensemble Member Chosen (IEMC)
The contribution is the new ensemble, at the same time as the
output is a newly created ensemble with smaller size.
Particularly, IEMC includes the ensemble members one by
one, and determines the objective function
designed for
each clustering results Iy created with CP via respect towards
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the subspace Xy in the initial step. In the second step, it sorts
each and every one the ensemble members in in ascending
order related to the resultant values. The initial ensemble
member (Xt, ) (where t = 1) is collected and inserted into
the new ensemble E = (Xt, At). At the similar point, (Xt, At) is
removed from the present ensemble
as follows
(6)
Each ensemble member
in is measured in turn, and
the local objective function
by means of respect towards
the ensemble member (Xt, At) in Es is determined. Each and
every one the ensemble members in
are sorted in
ascending order related to the correct local objective function
in the fourth step. Determines the global objective
functions
and
designed for the clustering results
and I created by
and , correspondingly. IEMC
procedure make use of the global objective function and the
local objective function
.let us assume with the purpose of
(1) M and N are the sets of must-link and cannot-link pairs,
correspondingly. (2)
and
represents the weight sets which include weights related
towards the must-link and cannot-link constraints,
correspondingly. (3)
Is denoted as the set of
labels designed for the feature vectors in FV. (4) The cost of
violating constraints is particular with the generalized Potts
metric. Known a clustering solution I, the global objective
function (I) of IEMS, which is stimulated from the cost
function of Pairwise Constrained- K means( PC-K means)
clustering [23], is described as follows, (7)

where
is defined as the Euclidean distance
among the attribute vectors fvi and
, is defined an
indicator function, (positive) = 1 and (negative) = 0. The
local objective function of
is described as follows,
(8)
where
is represented as the global objective function
designed for the clustering results Iy, and S(
) is
represented the similarity function among two subspaces
and calculated by distance function.
(5)
D. Enhanced Bat Algorithm (ENBA)
The function of (7) and (8) is performed via the use of
Enhanced Bat Algorithm (ENBA). BA is performed with
group of bats with echolocation towards intellect for difficulty
and preys. In this work bat is used to collect the information of
the ensemble members of clusters for ISVS3CE clustering.
To make simpler the ensemble member chosen step of the
ISVS3CE algorithm, the characteristics of bat sound have
been described as given below [24]:
1. Each and every one of the bats make use of sound to sense
distance, to determine the distance between subspaces and
they also ‘distinguish’ the difference between similarity and
dissimilarity objects in some manner;
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2. Bats fly indiscriminately with velocity veli at ensemble
member location mpi with a frequency fremin, modifying the
wavelength λ and loudness L0 towards investigates of optimal
member collection for clustering.They are capable to
routinely regulate the wavelength of their emitted pulses and
adjust the pulse emission rate.
depending on the proximity of their local and
global cluster function;
3. It is presumed with the purpose of the loudness changes
from a large L0 to a lesser constant value Lmin.
It is carryout depending on two major steps: the initial step
starts entire the cluster members for clustering, as each bat
should be described by a location , velocity
, emission
pulse rate
, loudness
, and frequency
, in the
solution space at iteration t. The population of bats is defined
randomly where each bat denotes a possible ensemble
member chosen to the ISVS3CE clustering issue. The second
step of the procedure consists of the creation of new element
by applying the alterations defined with the subsequent
equations (9)
(9)
where
is denoted as the random vector created
from a uniform distribution
(10)
where
is denoted as the current global best member
position, which is located after comparing each and every one
the cluster members among all the datapoints(bats).
(11)
Depending on the issue, the frequency ‘fre’ is defined to fremin
= 0 and fremax = 100. Firstly, every bat is start with a known
frequency which is created uniformly from [fremin, fremax]. For
the local explore of member chosen, once a clustering
solution is chosen between the present best local and global
member procedure, a new member designed for each bat is
found locally with random walk where
is a
scaling factor, at the same time as
is the standard
loudness of each and every one the bats at time step t.
(12)
Moreover, the loudness Li and the rate eri of pulse emission
are changed depending on the following equations:
(13)
(14)
where α and γ are denoted as the constants. The major
modification of the proposed BA algorithm is to begin a fixed
loudness A, exchange of a variety of loudness . In adding
together it moreover includes a mutation operator in order
towards increase the range of the population towards
improves the investigate success of member selection
procedure. This operator in the ENBA algorithm gives a new
pair of optimizing of Lim1 and Lim2 parameters, depending on
the recent work [25-26]. In this stage, if a random value is
lower when compared to Lim1, then a result
is
randomly choose from the population as shown in Eq. (16).
(15)
(16)

(17)
(18)
The equations (17-18), where
is defined as the new
cluster ensemble member results belongs to tth iteration;
is defined as the random solution selection from equation Eq.
(16),and
,
is described as the worst and
optimal solutions, respectively. Otherwise, the randomization
rule relates to insert population diversity, significant to
increase the probability of discovering the global clustering
results. Consequently, the randomization rule generates a new
range for the ith example in the unit
as described in Eq.
(19).
(19)
An n n consensus matrix ‘O’ is then formulated by merging
the entire adjacency matrices (O1,O2, ,...,OY) as follows:
(20)

Normalized cut algorithm (Ncut) [27] is used as the consensus
function towards the partition of feature vector set ‘FV’
depending on the matrix O.
Proposed algorithm
Incremental Support vector Semi-Supervised Subspace
Clustering Ensemble framework (ISVS3CE)
Input: a high dimensional dataset ;
Ensure:
1. Original ensemble generation
2. Create Y random subspaces (X1,X2,....,XY)
3. Create the semi-supervised clustering models
using CP
4. Call incremental ensemble member chosen process in
ENBA
5. New ensemble creation
6. Create random subspaces (X1;X2,...,
( < Y)
7. Create SSC models (X1;X2,...,
using CP;
8. Obtain consensus matrix O by adding the clustering
solutions (I1, I2,,..., ) created by the SSC methods;
9. Consensus functions for the clustering results by the
normalized cut;
Output: the labels of the samples in FV.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The results of ISVS3CE, ISSCE and SSCE are measured
using datasets as shown in Table 1 (where ‘n’ represents the
amount of data samples, ‘m’ represents the amount of
features, and k represents the amount of classes), which
consists of 3 datasets from UCI machine learning repository .

where the r (1, 2… NP); More, if a random value is lower
than Lim2, is introduced into the steps of the current member
chosen results, drawing the exploration back to a increased
position between to the top and worst results established as a
result far. The vary of the mutation operator is defined in Eqs.
(17) and (18).
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Dataset

n

m

K

Libras Movement

360

90

15
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RobotExecution1

89

90

4

Breast Cancer Wisconsin

569

32

2

various clustering methods related to various metrics on each
and every one the datasets.
Table 2. Performance comparison metrics vs. clustering
methods
Dataset

Libras Movement

Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)[28] and Adjusted
Rand Index (ARI) [28] are used to measure the performances
of various clustering methods. The result of the proposed
IS4EC clustering algorithm is assessed by the typical value
and the related standard deviation of NMI and ARI,
correspondingly, subsequent to 20 runs. Known the ground
truth result I by means of k clusters
and the
result obtained by ISSCE with k0 clusters
,
make use of NMI[28] in the direction of calculate the value of
the final clustering result, which is described as follows:

RobotExecution1

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)

Breast Cancer Wisconsin

where
n is the full amount number
of data samples, and
represents the cardinality of the
cluster. The adjusted Rand index ARI(I,I’) [28] is described as
follows:
(25)
(26)
(27)

Metrics

SSCE

ISSCE

ISVS3CE

Precision (%)

79.3224

84.7323

91.2007

Recall(%)

79.1667

84.4444

91.1111

F-measure(%)

79.2445

84.5881

91.1559

Accuracy (%)

79.1667

84.4444

91.1111

ARI

0.6027

0.6898

0.8175

NMI

0.7110

0.7746

0.8675

Precision (%)

79.8818

83.4749

89.6174

Recall(%)

80.5964

84.0926

90.2982

F-measure(%)

80.2375

83.7827

89.9565

Accuracy (%)

80.5982

84.2748

90.1976

ARI

0.5474

0.6287

0.7563

NMI

0.4915

0.5687

0.6995

Precision (%)

83.8623

87.4038

93.4950

Recall(%)

83.8060

87.7162

93.0900

F-measure(%)

83.8342

87.5597

93.2921

Accuracy (%)

84.5725

88.1387

93.6823

ARI

0.4080

0.5227

0.7084

NMI

0.3440

0.4426

0.6291

(28)
(29)

100

(30)

90

(31)

70

SSCE Algorithm
ISSCE Algorithm
ISVS3CE Algorithm

60
50
40
30

A larger ARI value relates to a higher clustering solution
quality. In the subsequent experiments, we primary learning
the result of the parameters. After that, the effect of the
incremental ensemble member chosen procedure is explored.
Subsequently, the proposed ISVS3CE clustering algorithm is
compared with single ISSCE, and SSCE, on the datasets. At
last, a set of nonparametric tests are implemented in the
direction of evaluate numerous SSCE methods over different
datasets. Table 2 shows the clustering results obtained by
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80

Precision (%)

where Nj is denoted as the no. of parts of cluster j and Ni is
denoted as the no. of parts of class i, Nij is denoted as the no.
of parts of class i in cluster j. F-measure is defined as the
harmonic mean of recall and precision. It is calculated by
using the following the functions
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100
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90
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80
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70

SSCE Algorithm
ISSCE Algorithm
ISVS3CE Algorithm

60

Recall (%)

Precision (%)

70

50
40

SSCE Algorithm
ISSCE Algorithm
ISVS3CE Algorithm

60
50
40

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0

Methods

Methods

(b) Recall results of RobotExecution1

(b) Precision results of RobotExecution1
100
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90

90

80

80

70
SSCE Algorithm
ISSCE Algorithm
ISVS3CE Algorithm

60

Recall (%)

Precision (%)

70

50
40

SSCE Algorithm
ISSCE Algorithm
ISVS3CE Algorithm

60
50
40
30

30

20

20

10

10

0
Methods

0
Methods

(c) Recall results of Breast Cancer Wisconsin

(c) Precision results of Breast Cancer Wisconsin

Fig. 3. Recall comparison vs. many clustering algorithms

Fig. 2. Precision comparison vs. many clustering
algorithms
Fig. 2(a-c) shows the performance comparison results of
precision with respect to several methods such as SSCE,
ISSCE and ISVS3CE in terms of three datasets such as Libras
Movement, RobotExecution1 and Breast Cancer Wisconsin.
The proposed ISVS3CE algorithm provides higher precision
results of 91.2007% for Libras Movement dataset whereas
other clustering methods such as SSCE and ISSCE provides
precision results of 79.3224%, and 84.7323% methods
respectively.

Fig. 3(a-c) shows the performance comparison results of
recall with respect to several methods such as SSCE, ISSCE
and ISVS3CE in terms of three datasets such as Libras
Movement, RobotExecution1 and Breast Cancer Wisconsin.
The proposed ISVS3CE algorithm provides higher recall
results of 91.1111% for Libras Movement dataset whereas
other clustering methods such as SSCE and ISSCE provides
recall results of 79.1667%, and 84.4444% methods
respectively.
100
90

100

80
90

70

Recall (%)

70

F-Measure (%)

80
SSCE Algorithm
ISSCE Algorithm
ISVS3CE Algorithm

60
50
40

SSCE Algorithm
ISSCE Algorithm
ISVS3CE Algorithm

60
50
40
30

30

20

20

10

10

0
Methods

0
Methods

(a) F-measure results of Libras Movement

(a) Recall results of Libras Movement
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Fig. 4. F-measure comparison vs. many clustering
algorithms

Fig. 5. Accuracy comparison vs. many clustering
algorithms

Fig. 4(a-c) shows the performance comparison results of
f-measure with respect to several methods such as SSCE,
ISSCE and ISVS3CE in terms of three datasets such as Libras
Movement, RobotExecution1 and Breast Cancer Wisconsin.
The proposed ISVS3CE algorithm provides higher f-measure
results of 91.1559% for Libras Movement dataset whereas
other clustering methods such as SSCE and ISSCE provides
f-measure results of 79.2445%, and 84.5881% methods
respectively.

Accuracy comparison results with respect to several methods
such as SSCE, ISSCE and ISVS3CE in terms of three datasets
such as Libras Movement, RobotExecution1 and Breast
Cancer Wisconsin are shown in fig. 5(a-c). From the fig. 5(a)
it concludes that the proposed ISVS3CE algorithm provides
higher accuracy results of 91.1111% for Libras Movement
dataset whereas other clustering methods such as SSCE and
ISSCE provides accuracy results of 79.1667%, and
84.4444% methods respectively.
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Fig. 6. ARI comparison vs. many clustering algorithms
ARI comparison results with respect to three datasets such as
Libras Movement, RobotExecution1 and Breast Cancer
Wisconsin for several methods such as SSCE, ISSCE and
ISVS3CE are shown in fig. 6(a-c). From the fig. 6(a) it
concludes that the proposed ISVS3CE algorithm provides
higher ARI results of 0.8175 ,whereas SSCE and ISSCE
clustering methods provides ARI results of 0.6027, and
0.6898 respectively for Libras Movement dataset.

Fig. 7. NMI comparison vs. many clustering algorithms
NMI comparison results with respect to Libras Movement,
RobotExecution1 and Breast Cancer Wisconsin datasets for
clustering methods such as SSCE, ISSCE and ISVS3CE are
shown in fig. 7(a-c). From the fig. 7(a) it concludes that the
proposed ISVS3CE algorithm gives higher NMI results of
0.8675,whereas SSCE and ISSCE clustering methods gives
lesser NMI results of 0.7110, and 0.7746 for Libras
Movement dataset.
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V. CONCLUSION

0.8

In this paper, we semi-supervised clustering ensemble
approach is proposed, which was called as the Incremental
Support Vector Semi-Supervised Subspace Clustering
Ensemble framework (ISVS3CE).It includes of two major
steps: ensemble creation and new ensemble creation. In this
initial step Ensemble creation was followed by using random
subspace clustering algorithm. In the second step, some
changes are carryout in this work. In second step firstly
random subspace clustering is followed by Constraint
Propagation (CP) approach. Then new optimal Centroid
chosen was performed by support vector machine (SVM)
classifier. From then Incremental Ensemble Member Chosen
(IEMC) is performed by ENhanced Bat Algorithm
(ENBA).Here the global objective function is useful for
performing global search, at
the same time as the local
objective function is useful for
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local search. The similarity function is used to calculate the
amount to which two sets of features in the subspaces are
comparable to each other. Experimentation is conducted on
three datasets from the benchmark UCI repository. Future
work will focus on how to choose parameter changes based on
the structure of the datasets.
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